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ON POINTWISE EXPONENTIALLY WEIGHTED ESTIMATES

FOR THE BOLTZMANN EQUATION

IRENE M. GAMBA, NATAŠA PAVLOVIĆ, AND MAJA TASKOVIĆ

Abstract. In this paper we prove propagation in time of weighted L
∞ bounds

for solutions to the non-cutoff homogeneous Boltzmann equation that satisfy
propagation in time of weighted L

1 bounds. To emphasize that the propa-
gation in time of weighted L

∞ bounds relies on the propagation in time of
weighted L

1 bounds, we express our main result using certain general weights.
Consequently we apply the main result to cases of exponential and Mittag-
Leffler weights, for which propagation in time of weighted L

1 bounds holds.

1. Introduction

The space homogeneous Boltzmann equation

∂tf(t, v) = Q(f, f)(t, v), (1.1)

with t ∈ R
+, v ∈ R

d, d ≥ 2, is a mathematical model for the evolution of the proba-
bility density f of independent identically distributed particles modeling a rarefied
gas with predominantly binary elastic interactions. This evolution is governed by
a quadratic non-local integral operator Q(f, f) given by

Q(f, f)(t, v) =

∫

Rd

∫

Sd−1

(

f ′f ′
∗ − ff∗

)

B(|u|, û · σ) dσ dv∗, (1.2)

where f ′ = f(t, v′), f ′
∗ = f(t, v′∗), f∗ = f(t, v∗), and relative velocity u is given by

u = v − v∗, with velocities satisfying

v′ =
v + v∗

2
+

|u|σ

2
, v′∗ =

v + v∗
2

−
|u|σ

2
.

The operator Q(f, f) is called the collision operator, and is endowed with a collision
kernel B, modeling the rate of transition states before and after interactions. Such
kernel B, given by

B(|u|, û · σ) = |u|γ b(û · σ), (1.3)

depends on a potential function of the relative speed of the interacting particles
|u|γ , and on the angle associated to these interactions b(û · σ). Hard potentials
correspond to positive power growth (γ > 0), while soft potentials correspond to
negative ones (γ < 0). The collision kernel may or may not be integrable with
respect to the angle. The techniques that are needed for estimates in the two cases
may differ significantly. In this manuscript we focus on the non-integrable angular
kernel, referred to as the non-cutoff case. For details see Section 2.
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In this paper we study the propagation in time of weighted L∞ norms of solutions
to the spatially homogeneous Boltzmann equation in the non-cutoff case for hard
potentials. The stepping stone for this study are properties of the corresponding
weighted L1 norms, which have been obtained in the recent work of the authors with
Alonso [30]. Since the solution of the Boltzmann equation is a probability distri-
bution, one typically considers polynomial or exponential weights. The motivation
for considering the latter comes from the fact that a Gaussian in the velocity space,

Mβ(v) = e−β|v|2, is a stationary state of the Boltzmann equation. Such stationary
states are called Maxwellians.

The analysis of L1-weighted norms (called polynomial moments when the weight
is a power function of velocity, and exponential moments if the weight function
is an exponential) has been developing for several decades, see e.g. [37, 38, 11,
12, 21, 28, 6, 26, 30]. We give more details about previous works on polynomial
and exponential-type moments in Section 2. Having understood the evolution of
L1-weighted norms of solutions to (1.1)-(1.3), the natural question is to obtain in-
formation about weighted pointwise bounds. The first result in this direction was
achieved by Carleman in [13], which was later extended by Arkeryd in [9]. Specifi-
cally in [9] the author proves propagation of L∞-polynomially weighted norms for
solutions to the spatially homogeneous Boltzmann equation with bounded angular
cross-section (which is a special case of the cutoff). The first result in the study
of propagation of L∞-exponentially weighted norms for solutions of the Boltzmann
equation for hard potentials with bounded angular kernel was done by Gamba, Pan-
ferov and Villani in [21], where the authors proved that such solutions are controlled
by a Gaussian Mβ(v) if the initial data is controlled by another Gaussian Mβ̃(v).

As in the case of propagation in time of L∞-polynomialy weighted norms [9], the
propagation of L∞-exponentially weighted norms established in [21] relies on the
propagation of L1-exponentially weighted norms. The solutions considered in the
works [9] and [21], whose existence has been established in the earlier work [7], are
such that important physical quantities are controlled (mass and momentum are
conserved, and energy and entropy are bounded).

In view of recent results on the propagation of L1-exponentially or Mittag-Leffler
weighted norms of solutions in the non-cutoff case [26, 30], a natural question arises
as to whether one can propagate pointwise exponentially weighted bounds in the
non-cutoff setting, which is the question that has not been addressed so far and
is the object of the study in this manuscript. Specifically, in this paper we show
propagation in time of L∞-weighted norms for certain solutions to the homogeneous
Boltzmann equation in a non-cutoff case. The non-cutoff case itself requires a
different treatment of the collision operator, since it cannot be split into the gain
and loss terms, as is in the case of [21]. We overcome this difficulty by introducing
a new splitting of the collision integral, which is inspired by the splitting typically
used in the non-cutoff case (see e.g [2, 34, 29]). However, our splitting takes into
account the weights.

In order to point out that our propagation in time of L∞-weighted norms relies
on propagation in time of L1-weighted norms, we state the main result in terms of
certain general weights, see Theorem 3.3. This can be understood in a spirit of an
important step of the De-Giorgi-Nash-Moser type argument, in the sense that L∞
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bounds depend on L1 bounds. Consequently we apply the main theorem result to
cases of exponential and Mittag-Leffler weights, for which propagation in time of
L1-weighted norms holds, see Corollary 3.4.

Some of the tools that we use to prove the main theorem are motivated by the
regularity theory of integro-differential equations, brought to the context of the
Boltzmann equation in the recent work of Silvestre [29], where the author showed
propagation in time of L∞ bounds, without weights, for classical solutions of the
non-cutoff Boltzmann equation. Those are solutions that satisfy conservation of
mass, momentum and energy, as well as entropy decay, whose existence has not
been established yet.

Our result on propagation of L∞-weighted norms is valid for a w-suitable solu-
tion of the homogeneous non-cutoff Boltzmann equation which also propagates
L1-weighted norms. Although the concept of weak solutions is sufficient to prove
propagation of L1-polynomially or exponentially weighted norms [38, 30], in this
paper we had to work with a stronger type of a solution, which we call w-suitable.
This concept requires f to be a weak solution satisfying a particular condition on
L∞-weighted norms (see Definition 3.1). We prove a priori results for such solutions.

Organization of the paper: In Section 2 we recall the Boltzmann equation, weak
solutions, and existing results on polynomial and exponential moments. In Section
3 we give precise statement of our main result in Theorem 3.3 and an application in
Corollary 3.4. In Section 4 we review previous results on L∞ bounds which will be
relevant for the proof of our main result. In Section 5 we give a proof of Theorem
3.3. Section 6 provides examples of weight functions that can be used in Theorem
3.3, as well as the proof of Corollary 3.4.

Acknowledgements. This work of I.M.G. has been supported by NSF grants
DMS-1413064 and NSF-DMS-RNMS-1107465, the one of N.P. has been supported
by NSF grants DMS-1516228 and DMS-1440140 and the one of M.T. has been
supported by NSF grants DMS-1413064, NSF-DMS-RNMS-1107465 and DMS-
1516228. The authors also gratefully acknowledge support from the Institute of
Computational Engineering and Sciences (ICES) at The University of Texas at
Austin and the Mathematical Sciences Research Institute (MSRI) in Berkeley, Cal-
ifornia.

2. The Boltzmann equation and its moments

2.1. The Boltzmann equation. We consider the Cauchy problem for the spa-
tially homogeneous Boltzmann equation

{

∂tf(t, v) = Q(f, f)(t, v), t ∈ R
+, v ∈ R

d, d ≥ 2

f(0, v) = f0(v).
(2.1)

for time t ∈ R
+ and velocity v ∈ R

d. It is an evolution equation of the density f(t, v)
of particles in a rarefied gas. The operator Q(f, f), called the collisional operator,
measures the change of f due to instantaneous binary collisions of particles. It is a
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quadratic integral operator defined via

Q(f, f)(x, t, v) =

∫

Rd

∫

Sd−1

(

f ′f ′
∗ − ff∗

)

B(|u|, û · σ) dσ dv∗. (2.2)

We employ abbreviated notation f ′ = f(x, t, v′), f ′
∗ = f(x, t, v′∗), f∗ = f(x, t, v∗)

often used in the context of Boltzmann equation.

v∗
u

u′

û
v

v′

v′∗

σ

O

Vectors v′, v′∗ ∈ R
d stand for velocities of a pair of

particles before the collision, while v, v∗ ∈ R
d denote

corresponding post-collisional velocities. Due to the
conservation of momentum (v + v∗ = v′ + v′∗) and
energy (|v|2 + |v∗|2 = |v′|2 + |v′∗|

2), these pairs of
velocities are related via

v′ =
v + v∗

2
+

|v − v∗|

2
σ,

v′∗ =
v + v∗

2
−

|v − v∗|

2
σ,

where σ ∈ S
d−1 is the unit vector in the direction

of the pre-collisional relative velocity u′ = v′ − v′∗. The relative post-collisional
velocity is denoted by u = v − v∗, and the unit vector with the same direction by
û := u/|u|.

Most important information about collisions is encoded in the collisional kernel
B(|u|, û ·σ), assumed to take the factorized form that separates kinetic and angular
parts

B(|u|, û · σ) = |u|γ b(û · σ). (2.3)

We write û · σ = cos θ, where θ ∈ [0, π] is the angle between the pre and post
collisional relative velocities (see the Figure 1). With an abuse of notation, we also
denote the kernel B(|u|, û · σ) as B(|u|, θ).

In this manuscript, we study the variable hard potentials case

0 < γ ≤ 1. (2.4)

In many models, the angular kernel b(û · σ), which is a positive measure over the
sphere Sd−1, is not integrable. However, since Grad’s work [23] in 1963, integrability
is often assumed to simplify the analysis of the collisional operator since under this
assumption the operator Q can be split into the gain Q+ and loss Q− terms, which
then can be analyzed separately. More precisely, in that case one has:

Q(f, f) = Q+(f, f)−Q−(f, f) (2.5)

:=

∫

Rd

∫

Sd−1

f ′f ′
∗B(|u|, û · σ) dσ dv∗ − f

∫

Rd

∫

Sd−1

f∗B(|u|, û · σ) dσ dv∗.

The hope was that removing the singularity of the angular kernel should not affect
properties of the equation. However, it has been observed recently (e.g. [25], [15],
[17], [18]) that the singularity of b(cos θ) carries a regularization. This, and the
analytical challenge, motivated further study of the non-cutoff regime, which is the
setting we consider here.
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More precisely, inspired by the inverse power law model, in this paper we consider
the following non-cutoff model with

b(cos θ) ≈ (sin θ)−(d−1)−ν , with ν ∈ (0, 2). (2.6)

The symbol a ≈ b is understood in the following sense: there are universal constants
c1, c2 so that c1 b ≤ a ≤ c2 b. For the range of ν under consideration, i.e. ν ∈ (0, 2),
the function b(cos θ) indeed is not integrable over the unit sphere (it is integrable
for ν < 0). However, if it is weighted with (sin θ)ν+, it becomes integrable.

Remark 2.1. In the particular case of the inverse power law model in 3 dimensions,
parameters γ and ν have the following formulas

γ =
s− 5

s− 1
, ν =

2

s− 1
, (2.7)

where s is a parameter strictly larger than 2. Note that, indeed, in this model
ν ∈ (0, 2). In addition, variable hard potentials correspond to s > 5, which implies
ν < 1

2 .

Due to symmetries of the collisional kernel Q(f, f), its value remains the same if B

is replaced with B̃, provided that

B(|u|, θ) + B(|u|, θ + π) = B̃(|u|, θ) + B̃(|u|, θ + π).

In the case when both B and B̃ are factorized, i.e. B(|u|, θ) = |u|γ b(θ) and

B̃(|u|, θ) = |u|γ b̃(θ) with the same parameter γ, then this condition reduces to

b(θ) + b(θ + π) = b̃(θ) + b̃(θ + π). (2.8)

Given b(θ) as in (2.6), there are many ways to construct b̃ that satisfies (2.8). A
frequent choice is to set

b̃(cos θ) =

{

2b(cos θ), if cos θ > 0

0, if cos θ < 0,

thus reducing the support of the angular kernel to the right half of the sphere. In
this manuscript, however, we will use the following behavior on half spheres, as was
the case in [29]

b̃(cos θ) ≈

{

| sin θ|−(d−1)−ν , if cos θ > 0

| sin θ|1+γ+ν , if cos θ < 0.
(2.9)

This particular choice is tailored for the proof of Lemma 4.5. We provide more
details about this in Appendix C. From now on we will abuse the notation and
write b(cos θ) instead of b̃(cos θ).

2.2. Weak solutions. In this section, we recall the definition of a weak solution,
whose existence in three dimensions and in the non-cutoff case (2.18) with β ∈ (0, 2]
is proved in [8, 32, 22]. For more existence results in the non-cutoff regime, see for
example [32, 5, 26, 31, 24, 3, 4]

Definition 2.1. Let f0 ≥ 0 be a function defined in R
d with finite mass, energy

and entropy
∫

Rd

f0(v)
(

1 + |v|2 + log(1 + f0(v))
)

dv < +∞. (2.10)
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Then we say f is a weak solution to the Cauchy problem (2.1) if it satisfies the
following conditions:

• f ≥ 0, f ∈ C(R+;D′(Rd)) ∩ L1([0, T ];L1
2+max{γ,0})

• f(0, v) = f0(v)
• ∀t ≥ 0:

∫

f(t, v)ψ(v)dv =
∫

f0(v)ψ(v)dv, for ψ(v) = 1, v1, ..., vd, |v|
2

• f(t, ·) ∈ L logL and ∀t ≥ 0 :
∫

f(t, v) log f(t, v)dv ≤
∫

f0(v) log f0dv
• ∀φ(t, v) ∈ C1(R+, C∞

0 (R3)), ∀t ≥ 0 we have that
∫

Rd

f(t, v)φ(t, v)dv −

∫

Rd

f0(v)φ(0, v)dv −

∫ t

0

dτ

∫

Rd

f(τ, v)∂τφ(τ, v)dv

=

∫ t

0

dτ

∫

Rd

Q(f, f)(τ, v)φ(τ, v)dv.

2.3. Polynomial and exponential moments. As announced in the introduc-
tion, our main result on the propagation in time of weighted L∞ bounds is achieved
by exploiting propagation of the corresponding weighted L1 bounds. In this section,
we recall what is known at the level of weighted L1 bounds. Before we review results
in this direction, we recall the definition of polynomial and exponential moments.

Solutions to the Boltzmann equation are probability density functions f(t, v). There-
fore their polynomially weighted L1 norms, i.e. its statistical moments or observ-
ables, play a significant role for further studies of the solution behavior. One can
also study more general moments. Since the equilibrium state of the Boltzmann
equation is a Maxwellian distribution, i.e. a Gaussian distribution in velocity space,
we are particularly interested in the study of the so-called exponential moments,
i.e. exponentially weighted L1 norms.

Definition 2.2 (Polynomial and exponential moments). Polynomial moment of
order q of a function f(t, v) is defined via

mq(t) :=

∫

Rd

f(t, v) 〈v〉q d(v), (2.11)

Exponential moment of order s and rate α of a function f(t, v) is defined by

Mα,s(t) :=

∫

Rd

f(t, v) eα 〈v〉s dv. (2.12)

In an extensive work including e.g. [19, 14, 37, 38, 27] generation of polynomial
moments

∫

Rd

f(0, v) 〈v〉2 dv < C0, (G-poly-1)

⇒ ∀q > 2, ∀t0 > 0, ∃C > 0, ∀t ≥ t0 :

∫

Rd

f(t, v) |v|q dv < C.

and propagation of polynomial moments
∫

Rd

f(0, v) |v|qdv < C0 for some q > 0 (P-poly-1)

⇒ ∃C > 0, ∀t ≥ 0 :

∫

Rd

f(t, v) |v|q dv < C.
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was shown, both for Grad’s cutoff and the non-cutoff case.

Propagation of exponential moments
∫

Rd

f(0, v) eα0 〈v〉sdv < C0 for some α0, s > 0 (P-exp-1)

⇒ ∃C > 0, ∃0 < α ≤ α0, ∀t ≥ 0 :

∫

Rd

f(t, v) eα 〈v〉s dv < C.

and generation of exponential moments
∫

Rd

f(0, v) 〈v〉q dv < C0, for some q > 2 (G-exp-1)

⇒ ∃s, α, C > 0, ∀t > 0 :

∫

Rd

f(t, v) eα 〈v〉s dv < C.

was studied later, first under the Grad’s cutoff assumption. The study was initiated
by Bobylev [10, 11], where the fundamental connection with polynomial moments
was exploited. Namely, Taylor series expansion of eα〈v〉

s

yields the following rep-
resentation of exponential moments as an infinite sum of renormalized polynomial
moments

Mα,s(t) =
∞
∑

q=0

mqs(t) α
q

q!
. (2.13)

This was further developed for example by Bobylev, Gamba, Panferov in [12],
Gamba, Panferov, Villani in [21], and Mouhot [28]. All these papers used a tech-
nique based on establishing a term-wise geometric decay for terms in (2.13). Re-
cently a new type of proof was developed in the work of Alonso, Canizo, Gamba,
Mouhot [6], where estimates on the partial sums corresponding to (2.13) were ob-
tained. On the other hand, the non-cutoff case in the context of exponential mo-
ments was considered only recently by Lu and Mouhot [26], where the authors
established the generation of exponential moments up to the order s ∈ (0, γ], by
implementing the term-by-term method:

Recently, the authors of this paper together with Alonso [30] extended the result
[26] to the exponential tails of order higher that γ, by implementing the partial
sum method of [6] in the non-cutoff setting. To exploit decay of certain sums of
Beta functions, our calculations led to expressions similar to (2.13), which in place
of q! have Γ(aq + 1), with non-integer a > 1. These new sums are associated to
Mittag-Leffler functions, which are a generalization of the Taylor expansion of the
exponential function. They are defined for some parameter a > 0 by

Ea(x) :=

∞
∑

q=0

xq

Γ(aq + 1)
. (2.14)

It is well known (see e.g. [20]) that the Mittag-Leffler function Ea asymptotically
behaves like an exponential function of order 1/a

E2/s(α
2/s x2) ∼ eαxs

, forx→ ∞, (2.15)

and consequently, for some constants c, C that depend on α, s

c eαxs

≤ E2/s(α
2/s x2) ≤ C eαxs

. (2.16)
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This motivated our definition of Mittag-Leffler moments in [30], whose finiteness
still describes exponential tail behavior in L1 sense.

Definition 2.3 (Exponential and Mittag-Leffler moments). Mittag-Leffler moment
of order s and rate α > 0 of a function f is introduced via

∫

Rd

f(t, v) E2/s(α
2/s 〈v〉2) dv. (2.17)

Before we give the precise statement of the result in [30], we give the condition on
the angular kernel empoyed in [30]

∫

Sd−1

b(û · σ) sinβ θ dσ = Vd−2

∫ π

0

b(cos θ) sinβ θ sind−2 θ dθ <∞, (2.18)

for some β ∈ (0, 2]. Here Vd−2 = π(d−2)/2

Γ((d−1)/2) is the volume of the d− 2 dimensional

unit sphere. Note that the cross section (2.6) that is considered in this paper
satisfies (2.18) with any β > ν. In what follows we also use the notation

L1
k = {f ∈ L1(Rd) :

∫

Rd

f〈v〉kdv <∞}.

Now, we are ready to recall the main result from the earlier work of authors with
Alonso [30], which will be used in the application of the main result of this paper
(see Corollary 3.4).

Theorem 2.4 (Generation and Propagation of Mittag-Leffler moments). Suppose
f is a solution to the Boltzmann equation (2.1) associated to the initial data f0 ∈ L1

2.
Suppose the collision kernel is of the form (2.3) with 0 < γ ≤ 1.

(a) (Generation of exponential moments) If the angular kernel satisfies the non-
cutoff condition (2.18) with β = 2, then the exponential moment of order
γ is generated with a rate r(t) = α min{t, 1}. More precisely, there are
positive constants C,α, depending only on b, γ and initial mass and energy,
such that

∫

Rd

f(t, v) eα min{t,1} |v|γ dv ≤ C, for t ≥ 0. (2.19)

(b) (Propagation of Mittag-Leffler moments) Let s ∈ (0, 2) and suppose that
the Mittag-Leffler moment of order s of the initial data f0 is finite with a
rate r = α0, that is,

∫

Rd

f0(v) E2/s(α
2/s
0 〈v〉2) dv < M0. (2.20)

Suppose also that the angular cross-section satisfies assumption

with β = 2, if s ∈ (0, 1]

with β =
4

s
− 2, if s ∈ (1, 2). (2.21)

Then, there exist positive constants C,α, depending only on M0, α0, b, γ
and initial mass and energy such that the Mittag-Leffler moment of order
s and rate r(t) = α remains uniformly bounded in time, that is

∫

Rd

f(t, v) E2/s(α
2/s 〈v〉2) dv < C, for t ≥ 0. (2.22)
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Remark 2.5. Since Mittag-Leffler function asymptotically behaves like an exponen-
tial function (2.16), finiteness of exponential moment of order s is equivalent to
finiteness of the corresponding Mittag-Leffler moments. Hence, in fact, classical
exponential moments are propagated in time too.

3. The main result

In this section we state our main result - the propagation in time of certain weighted
L∞ bounds of solutions to the homogeneous Boltzmann equation in the non-cutoff
setting. This result holds for exponential and Mittag-Leffler weight functions, and in
both cases the proof relies on the corresponding weighted L1 bounds. To emphasize
this, and to make the presentation clear, we state the result for a general weight
function, which is introduced to mimic the exponential asymptotic behavior. In
particular, the weight w, which is a function of velocity v, is introduced depending
on two parameters α > 0 and p ∈ (0, 2]. One can think of α and p as describing the
exponential behavior eα〈v〉

p

. More precisely, we assume that the weight function
w(v;α, p) has the following properties:

(P1) w(v;α, p) is strictly positive, radially increasing in v, and increasing in α.
(P2) For every α, α′, p > 0 there exists a constant C = C(α, α′, p) and c2 = c2(p),

so that for every v ∈ R
d

w(v;α, p) w(2v;α′, p) ≤ C w(v;α + c2α
′, p).

(P3) Given δ ∈ [0, 1], and α, α′, p > 0 and k ≥ 0, there exist constants C =
C(δ, k, α, α′, p) and D = D(δ, k, α, α′, p) so that ∀v ∈ R

d

If δα < α′, then
w(v;α, p)δ

w(v;α′, p)
≤

C

〈v〉k
(3.1)

If δα > α′, then
w(v;α, p)δ

w(v;α′, p)
≥ D 〈v〉k. (3.2)

(P4) For every α, p > 0 there is a constant C = C(α, p), so that ∀v ∈ R
d

∣

∣

∣

∣

∇v

(

1

w(v;α, p)

)∣

∣

∣

∣

≤ C〈v〉.

Before we state the main theorem, we shall introduce a “w-suitable solution” to the
Boltzmann equation as follows:

Definition 3.1. Let T > 0. For a weight function w(v;α, p) ∈ C(Rd × R
+ × R

+)
satisfying properties (P1-P4), we say that a weak solution f(t, v) to the Cauchy
problem (2.1) with the cross section satisfying (2.3) and (2.9) is a w(·;α, p)-suitable
if

(i) for every 0 < t < T , f ∈ L∞([t, T ];S(Rd))
(ii) if ‖(t, v) w(v)‖L∞

v
is finite at some time t, then the norm is attained at

some velocity v.

For such solutions we will be able to apply a modification of some of the techniques
of Silvestre [29].
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Remark 3.1. In the case of hard potentials that we consider, Alexandre, Morimoto,
Ukai, Xu and Yang [4, Theorem 1.2] proved that weak solutions are in fact of
Schwartz class provided that polynomial moments (L1 polynomially weighted norms
of solutions) of all orders remain finite. This condition is known to be satisfied.
In fact, for hard potentials exponential moment of order γ (that is, L1 eα〈v〉γ -
weighted norm) is generated instantaneously and remains uniformly bounded in
time. Therefore, weak solutions are really of the Schwartz class locally in time and
the condition (i) of Definition 3.1.1. is satisfied.

Remark 3.2. It is an open problem to show existence of solutions that satisfy both
(i) and (ii) in the Definition 3.1.

We are now ready to state out main result.

Theorem 3.3. (Propagation of L∞
w tails)

Let α0 > 0, p ∈ (0, 2] and let w(v;α0, p) ∈ C(Rd × R
+ × R

+) be a weight function
that satisfies properties (P1 − P4). Suppose f is a w(·;α0, p)-suitable solution to
the Cauchy problem (2.1) with the cross section (2.3) with 0 < γ ≤ 1, the angular
kernel (2.9) with ν ∈ (0, 1] and the initial data f0(v) which has finite mass, energy
and entropy (2.10).

In addition, suppose that for every α > 0 there exists 0 < α1 < α and a constant
C1 > 0 (uniform in time) such that

if ‖f0(v)w(v;α, p)‖L1
v
<∞,

then ‖f(t, v)w(v;α1, p)‖L1
v
< C1, ∀t ≥ 0. (3.3)

Then for any given α0 > 0, there exists 0 < α2 < α0 and a constant C (uniform in
time, depending on C1, p, α0, initial data and the cross section) such that

if ‖f0(v)w(v;α0, p)‖L∞

v
<∞,

then ‖f(t, v)w(v;α2, p)‖L∞

v
< C, ∀t ≥ 0. (3.4)

In particular,

‖f(t, v)w(v;α2, p)‖L∞

v
≤ c‖f(t, v)w(v;α1, p)‖L1

v
≤ C. (3.5)

In Section 6 we provide examples of weight functions w that satisfy properties (P1)-
(P4), including exponential and Mittag-Leffler functions. For these functions, it has
already been established that corresponding moments (i.e. weighted L1 bounds)
propagate in time, and thus satisfy the assumption (3.3) of the Theorem 3.3. As a
consequence, we will be able to prove the following statement.

Corollary 3.4. (Exponential and Mittag-Leffler L∞ bounds)

(a) Suppose f0(v) ≤ C0e
−α0〈v〉p for some α0 > 0 and p < 4

ν+2 . Suppose f is a

eα0〈v〉p-suitable solution to the Cauchy problem (2.1) with the cross section
(2.3) with 0 < γ ≤ 1, the angular kernel satisfying (2.9) with ν ∈ (0, 1]
and the initial data f0(v) which has finite mass, energy and entropy. Then
there exist a constant C > 0 and 0 < α < α0 so that

f(t, v) ≤ Ce−α〈v〉p , for all t ≥ 0.
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(b) Suppose f0(v) ≤ C0E2/p(α
2/p
0 〈v〉2) for some α0 > 0 and p < 4

ν+2 . Suppose

f is a E2/p(α
2/p
0 〈v〉2)-suitable solution to the Cauchy problem (2.1) with

the cross section (2.3) with 0 < γ ≤ 1, and the angular kernel (2.9) with
ν ∈ (0, 1] and the initial data f0(v) which has finite mass, energy and
entropy. Then there exist C > 0 and 0 < α < α0 so that

f(t, v) ≤ CE2/p(α
2/p〈v〉2), for all t ≥ 0.

4. Previous results on L∞ bounds

In this section we review recent L∞ bounds and weighted L∞ bounds on solutions
to the homogeneous Boltzmann equation, which will be relevant for the proof of
our main result.

4.1. Towards L∞ bounds: Carleman representation. In previous works [9,
21, 29] on enhancing upper L1 bounds to upper L∞ bounds of solutions to the
homogeneous Boltzmann equation, a specific change of variables was used, which
is often referred to as Carleman representation. This technique was developed
by Carleman [13]. See also [35, 21, 24]. In this process the integration over the
(d − 1) dimensional sphere reduces to the integration over a hyperplane Π that is
orthogonal to v′ − v. This is achieved via replacing variables (v, v∗, σ) by (v, v′, w),
where w belongs to a hyperplane Π.

In this manuscript we will use the following version of Carleman representation:

Lemma 4.1 (Carleman representation, [21, 24, 29, 36, 13]). Let H : Rd×R
d → R.

Then
∫

Rd

∫

Sd−1

H(v, v′) f(v′∗) B(r, θ) dσdv∗ =

∫

Rd

H(v, v′) Kf(v, v
′) dv′, (4.1)

where the kernel Kf (v, v
′) is given by

Kf(v, v
′) =

2d−1

|v′ − v|

∫

{w:w·(v′−v)=0}
f(v + w) B(r, θ) r−d+2 dw. (4.2)

In the new set of variables (v, v′, w), we have

r =
√

|v′ − v|2 + |w|2, cos
θ

2
=

|w|

r
,

v′∗ = v + w, v∗ = v′ + w.

4.2. Weighted L∞ bounds for the homogeneous Boltzmann equation.

Once weighted L1 estimates are developed, the next important question is un-
derstanding pointwise behavior of solutions. This has been achieved in the cutoff
case for the polynomial weights by Arkeryd [9] and for exponential weights in the
work of Gamba, Panferov and Villani [21]. We give the full statement from [21]
of the propagation in time of exponentially weighted L∞ norms of solutions to the
homogeneous Boltzmann equation below.
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Theorem 4.2 (Gaussian-weighted pointwise bounds, cutoff case, [21]). Consider
the Cauchy problem (2.1), (2.3), for the hard potentials 0 < γ ≤ 1 with the angular
kernel satisfying 0 ≤ b(cos θ) ≤ c sinα θ, with α < d − 1, which corresponds to a
Grad’s cutoff. Suppose f(t, v) is the unique solution to this Cauchy problem with
initial data satisfying

0 ≤ f0(v) ≤ e−a0|v|2+c0 , for a.e. v ∈ R
d, for all t ≥ 0

that conserves the initial mass and energy. Then there exist constants a > 0 and
c ∈ R so that

f(t, v) ≤ e−a|v|2+c, for a.e. v ∈ R
d, for all t ≥ 0.

The key tool for proving the pointwise estimate of [21] is the comparison principle
for a solution to the spatially homogeneous Boltzmann equation, which was also
established in [21], thanks to a monotonicity property of a linear Boltzmann semi-
group. A crucial ingredient for a successful application of the comparison principle
is an exponentially weighted upper bound of the linear “gain” operator, which was
obtained in [21] using Carleman’s form of the “gain” term and careful estimates
some of which use the propagation of exponentially weighted L1 norms of the so-
lution.

Although the comparison principle of [21] is stated in the case of a cutoff, the
proof suggests that it should be expected in a non-cutoff case. However that is not
sufficient to obtain the analogue of the point-wise propagation estimate of [21] in a
non-cutoff case, since in [21] the application of the comparison principle proceeds
via separately estimating the gain and loss terms, the procedure which cannot be
carried out in a non-cutoff case. Despite not using the comparison principle1, our
proof of a propagation in time of exponentially decaying point-wise estimates carries
a similarity to the idea of [21], in the sense that we too employ the estimates coming
from the propagation of exponentially weighted L1 norms of the solution, i.e. we
“enhance” weighed L1 estimate to obtain weighted L∞ estimates.

4.3. Recent L∞ bounds for the Boltzmann equation. Recently Silvestre [29]
obtained certain regularity results for the Boltzmann equation in a non-cutoff case,
via introducing at the level of the Boltzmann equation techniques inspired by the
theory of integro-differential equations. Along the way, Silvestre [29] proved the
following pointwise bound for a solution to the Boltzmann equation.

Theorem 4.3 (Non-weighted pointise bounds, non-cutoff case, [29]). Suppose
f(t, v) is a 1-suitable solution to the Boltzmann equation (2.1). Then

‖f(t, v)‖L∞

v
≤ a+ bt−β,

for some constants a, b, β depending only on the initial energy, mass and entropy.

We note that in the statement we use the language introduced in this paper of
w-suitable solutions. In the context of Silvestre such a solution was referred to as
a classical solution.

1Instead, we modify the contradiction argument from the recent work of Silvestre [29].
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In this paper we generalize Theorem 4.3, to obtain a propagation in time of weighted
L∞ norms of a solution. The proof builds on the known weighted L1 bounds, and
one of the key tools used in that direction is the Carleman representation (Lemma
C.4).

The following lemma from [29] provides an estimate that we use on the kernel Kf

(see (C.5) for the definition of Kf). This lemma uses the specific structure of the
angular kernel as given in (2.9) and we will explain this more in the Appendix C.

Lemma 4.4 (Corollary 4.2, [29]). For the angular kernel that satisfies (2.9), the
weight function Kf in the Carleman representation (C.4) satisfies

Kf (t, v, v
′) ≈

(

∫

{w:w·(v′−v)=0}
f(v + w) |w|1+γ+ν dw

)

|v′ − v|−d−ν (4.3)

On the other hand, the following lemma from [29] provides a lower bound on the
kernel Kf in the Carleman representation on a distinguished set of points that lie
on a certain cone. Its proof uses the representation from the above lemma.

Lemma 4.5 (Lemma 7.1, [29]). Suppose f is a nonnegative function on R
d such

that

M1 ≤

∫

Rd

f(v)dv ≤M0

∫

Rd

|v|2f(v)dv ≤ E0 (4.4)

∫

Rd

f(v) log f(v)dv ≤ H0.

Then, for any v ∈ R
d, there exists a symmetric subset A(v) of the unit sphere, and

there are constants µ, λ, C (that depend on mass, energy and entropy bounds) so
that

(i) |A(v)| ≥ µ
〈v〉 , where |A(v)| denotes the (d− 1)-Hausdorff measure of A(v);

(ii) For every v′ for which the normalized vector v′−v
|v′−v| belongs to the set A(v),

we have

Kf(v, v
′) ≥ λ 〈v〉1+γ+ν |v′ − v|−d−ν , (4.5)

(iii) for every σ ∈ A(v), |σ · v| ≤ C.

Remark 4.6. Given v and the corresponding subset A(v) of the unit sphere deter-
mined by the above lemma, we denote by Σ(v) the corresponding cone centered at

v of all vectors v′ for which the normalization v′−v
|v′−v| belongs to the set A(v) i.e.

Σ(v) :=

{

v′ ∈ R
d :

v′ − v

|v′ − v|
∈ A(v) ⊂ Sd−1

}

.

It is for the points v′ ∈ Σ(v) that the lower bound in (ii) holds.

The final lemma of this section provides a lower bound of an integral over a cone
Σ determined by a vector v and a subset A of the unit sphere. This will be crucial
in estimating the negative contribution of the collisional operator.
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Lemma 4.7 (Lemma 7.2, [29]). Assume that the maximum of a function g(v) is
achieved at v = ṽ and is equal to m̃. Assume A is a subset of the unit sphere
and that |A| ≥ µ > 0. Let C be the cone centered at v that consists of all vectors

v′ ∈ R
d for which the normalized vector v′−v

|v′−v| belongs to the set A, i.e. C :=
{

v′ ∈ R
d : v′−v

|v′−v| ∈ A
}

. Then

∫

C
(m̃− g(v′)) |ṽ − v′|−d−ν dv′ ≥

c m̃1+ν/d µ1+ν/d

(∫

C |g(v
′)|dv′

)ν/d
. (4.6)

5. Proof of Theorem 3.3

To prove propagation in time of weighted L∞
v norm of solutions to the Boltzmann

equation, we modify the contradiction argument of Silvestre used to prove Theorem
4.3. Since we too are in the case of a non-cutoff, we cannot use the splitting of the
collision operator into the “gain” and “loss” terms. However the standard splitting
(see (5.13)) that is often used in non-cutoff cases, and which has been used by
Silvestre [29] too, is not adequate for us. We need to further refine the splitting
(for details see (5.18)) to be able to obtain weighted upper bounds. In particular,
the appearance of the term Q1,2 in (5.18) is new. To control that term, we need
to overcome the singularity of a non-cutoff collision operator, which we do thanks
to oscillations present in the weight function. The other substantial difference
with respect to [29] is that in our estimates we take the advantage of the known
propagation of w-moments, given via (3.3).

5.1. Setting up the contradiction argument. Let α0 > 0 and p ∈ (0, 2] be
fixed, and suppose that initial data satisfies

‖f0(v) w(v;α0, p)‖L∞

v
≤ C <∞. (5.1)

Then for α = α−
0 we have thanks to (5.1)

‖f0(v) w(v;α, p)‖L1
v
≤ C

∫

w(v;α, p)

w(v;α0, p)
dv

≤ C

∫

1

〈v〉d+ dv (5.2)

<∞, (5.3)

where to obtain (5.2) we used the property (P3). Therefore, assumption (3.3)
implies that there exists α1 < α0 and C1 > 0 such that

‖f(t, v) w(v;α1, p)‖L1
v
≤ C1. (5.4)

It is convenient to introduce the following notation. For parameters β, p and for
any t ≥ 0, let mβ,p(t) denote the w(v;β, p)-weighted L∞ norm in velocity, i.e.

mβ,p(t) := ‖f(t, v) w(v;β, p)‖L∞

v
. (5.5)

In order to prove the theorem, it suffices to find α2, a, b > 0 such that

mα2,p(t) < a+ b t−d/ν . (5.6)
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First, we show that (5.6) is true at t = 0 for α2 < α0 and a, b > 0 that will
be determined later in the proof. Namely, by the property (P1) that expresses
monotonicity of w(v;β, p) in β, we have

mα2,p(0) ≤ mα0,p(0) <∞, (5.7)

where the last inequality follows from (5.1). On the other hand, a + bt−d/ν blows
up around t = 0. Thus, the inequality (5.6) trivially holds for t = 0, and by the
continuity of mα2,p(t) it is satisfied on a time interval of positive measure starting
at t = 0.

Now, assume that there exists the first time t0 > 0 for which the inequality (5.6)
fails. At the time t0

mα2,p(t0) = a+ bt
−d/ν
0 . (5.8)

Since f is a w(v;α0, p)-suitable solution, it is also w(v;α2, p)-suitable since α2 < α0

(see Remark A.1). Therefore, for every time t the norm L∞
w(v;α2,p)

of f(t, v), i.e.

mα2,p(t), is attained for some velocity v. Let v0 be such velocity corresponding to
time t0. In other words,

mα2,p(t0) = f(t, v0) w(v0;α2, p) = a+ bt
−d/ν
0 . (5.9)

Hence,

f(t, v0) w(v0;α2, p) < a+ bt−d/ν , ∀t < t0,

f(t0, v0) w(v0;α2, p) = a+ bt
−d/ν
0 . (5.10)

Therefore,

∂t (f(t, v0) w(v0;α2, p))t=t0
≥ ∂t

(

a+ bt−d/ν
)

t=t0
. (5.11)

Combining (5.9) and (5.11), we conclude the following lower bound at (t0, v0)

∂tf(t0, v0) ≥ −
d

ν
b−ν/d 1

w(v0;α2, p)
(mα2,p(t0)− a)

1+ d
ν . (5.12)

In the rest of the proof we look for an upper bound on ∂tf(t0, v0) using the Boltz-
mann equation (2.1). In particular, we estimate the collision operatorQ(f, f)(t0, v0).
The upper bound that we will obtain will contradict (5.12) and will thus conclude
our proof.

In the rest of the proof, if parameters of the weight function w are not specified,
they are assumed to be α2 and p.

5.2. Splitting of the collisional operator. When the Grad’s cutoff is not as-
sumed, it is often convenient to split the collisional integral into the following two
terms, both of which are finite ([16], [1], [33], [5], [29])

Q(f, f) = Q1(f, f) +Q2(f, f), (5.13)

Q1(f, f) =

∫

Rd

∫

Sd−1

(f ′ − f)f ′
∗B dσdv∗ =

∫

Rd

(f ′ − f)Kf (v, v
′) dv′, (5.14)

Q2(f, f) = f(v)

∫

Rd

∫

Sd−1

(f ′
∗ − f∗)B dσdv∗. (5.15)
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Since we study weighted norms, we introduce a new splitting of Q tailored for
the building blocks of our calculations, which are functions of the type fw. More
precisely, we further split Q1 into Q1,1 and Q1,2 according to

Q1 = Q1,2 +Q1,2,

where

Q1,1(f, f) =
1

w(v)

∫

Rd

(f ′ w′ − f w) Kf(v, v
′) dv′, (5.16)

Q1,2(f, f) =

∫

Rd

f ′ w′
(

1

w′ −
1

w

)

Kf (v, v
′) dv′. (5.17)

Hence our overall decomposition of the collisional operator is

Q(f, f) = Q1,1(f, f) + Q1,2(f, f) + Q2(f, f). (5.18)

This splitting helps us to identify the negative contribution within Q1 at (t0, v0).
This negative contribution is coming from Q1,1(f, f)(t0, v0). More precisely, re-
calling that at time t = t0 the L∞ norm defining mα2,p(t0) is attained at v0, i.e.
mα2,p(t0) = ‖f(t0, v) w(v)‖L∞

v
= f(t0, v0)w(v0). Therefore,

Q1,1(f, f)(t0, v0) = −
1

w(v0)

∫

Rd

(mα2,p(t0)− f(t0, v
′) w(v′)) Kf(v0, v

′) dv′.

(5.19)

Since the integrand is a positive function, Q1,1(f, f)(t0, v0) is negative. However
this information is not sufficient, and we proceed to obtain a precise upper bound
on Q1,1(f, f)(t0, v0), as well as on the other two terms. That is what we do below.

5.3. Estimating Q1,1. As noted above, Q1,1(f, f) is negative at (t0, v0). To esti-
mate how negative it is, we reduce the domain of integration to the cone C(v0) on
which the lower bound (4.5) on Kf is known to hold. This cone was introduced in
Lemma 4.5 and Remark 4.6. This yields

Q1,1(t0, v0) ≤ −C
〈v0〉

1+γ+ν

w(v0)

∫

C(v0)
(mα2,p(t0)− f(t0, v

′) w(v′)) |v′ − v0|
−d−ν dv′.

(5.20)

The above integral, over the cone C(v0), is then estimated using Lemma 4.7 with
g = fw and its maximum value m̃ = mα2,p(t0). This implies

Q1,1(f, f)(t0, v0) ≤ −C
〈v0〉

1+γ+ν

w(v0)
(mα2,p(t0))

1+ν/d

(

1
〈v0〉

)1+ν/d

(

∫

C(v0) f
′ w′dv′

)ν/d
. (5.21)

We proceed the estimate by considering the above integral in two cases, when
|v0| ≤ R and when |v0| > R, where the number R is determined in the following
way. Recall the statement in Lemma 4.5 (iii) according to which for every σ ∈ A(v0),
where A(v0) is the symmetric subset of the unit sphere that determines the cone
C(v0), we have |σ · v0| ≤ C. This means that set A(v0) lies in a band of the unit
sphere of width at most C/|v0| “around the largest circle on the sphere belonging
to the hyperplane that is perpendicular to” v0. Hence, the larger |v0| is, the thinner
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the band is. Therefore, there exists number R (depending on C), as is noted in
[29], such that

|v′| >
|v0|

2
, whenever v′ ∈ C(v0) and |v0| > R. (5.22)

Case 1: |v0| ≤ R. It immediately follows that

1

〈v0〉
≥

1

〈R〉
, (5.23)

and consequently

1

w(v0)
≥

1

w(R)
. (5.24)

due to the property (P1) according to which the weight w is strictly positive and
radially decreasing. In addition, since α2 < α1, by (5.4) we have

∫

C(v0)
f ′ w′dv′ ≤

∫

Rd

f ′ w′dv′ = ‖f(t, v)w(v;α2, p)‖L1
v

≤ ‖f(t, v)w(v;α1, p)‖L1
v
≤ C1, (5.25)

Applying estimates (5.23)-(5.25) to (5.21) yields the following estimate on Q1,1

whenever |v0| ≤ R

Q1,1(f, f)(t0, v0) ≤ −
CR 〈v0〉

1+γ+ν (mα2,p(t0))
1+ν/d

(

‖f(t, v)w(v;α1, p)‖L1
v

)ν/d
(5.26)

where CR also depends on R.

Case 2: |v0| > R. Now we need a more refined bound on
∫

C(v0) f
′ w′dv′ than the

one given by (5.25). To find such a bound, recall from (5.22) that for |v0| > R and
for any v′ ∈ C

|v0| < 2|v′|. (5.27)

For w(v0, α3, p), where α3 will be chosen below, we have
∫

C
f ′w(v′;α2, p) dv

′ =

∫

C
f ′ w(v′;α2, p)

w(v0;α3, p)

w(v0;α3, p)
dv′

≤
1

w(v0;α3, p)

∫

C
f ′ w(v′;α2, p) w(2v

′;α3, p) dv
′ (5.28)

≤
1

w(v0;α3, p)

∫

C
f ′ w(v′;α2 + c2α3, p) dv

′ (5.29)

≤
‖f(t, v)w(v;α2 + c2α3, p)‖L1

v

w(v0;α3, p)

≤
‖f(t, v)w(v;α1, p)‖L1

v

w(v0;α3, p)
(5.30)

which is uniformly bounded by (5.4). To obtain (5.28) we used monotonicity of w
with respect to v secured by property (P1). To obtain (5.29) we used the property
(P2). The inequality (5.30) holds provided that α3 > 0 satisfies

α2 + c2α3 < α1. (5.31)
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Now we estimate (5.21) using (5.30)

Q1,1(f, f)(t0, v0) ≤ −C
〈v0〉

1+γ+ν

w(v0;α2, p)
(mα2,p(t0))

1+ν/d

(

1
〈v0〉

)1+ ν
d

(

‖f(t,v)w(v;α1,p)‖L1
v

w(v0;α3,p)

)ν/d

= −
C 〈v0〉

1+γ+ν (mα2,p(t0))
1+ ν

d

(

‖f(t, v)w(v;α1, p)‖L1
v

)ν/d
〈v0〉

−1− ν
d
(w(v0;α3, p))

ν/d

w(v0;α2, p)

≤ −
C 〈v0〉

1+γ+ν (mα2,p(t0))
1+ ν

d

(

‖f(t, v)w(v;α1, p)‖L1
v

)ν/d
〈v0〉

−1− ν
d 〈v0〉

2 (5.32)

≤ −
C 〈v0〉

1+γ+ν (mα2,p(t0))
1+ ν

d

(

‖f(t, v)w(v;α1, p)‖L1
v

)ν/d
, (5.33)

where to obtain (5.32) we use the property (P3) according to which

w(v0;α3, p)
ν/d

w(v0;α2, p)
≥ C〈v〉2,

provided that
α3 ν

d
> α2. (5.34)

Now we pause for a moment to choose α3 to satisfy (5.31) and (5.34). In particular,
we choose α3 such that

α3 ν

d
= 2α2,

which automatically satisfies (5.34). Then (5.31) implies the condition on α2

α2 <
α1

1 + 2 c2 d
ν

. (5.35)

For such α2, the estimates (5.26) and (5.33) imply

Q1,1(f, f)(t0, v0) ≤ −
CR 〈v0〉

1+γ+ν (mα2,p(t0))
1+ν/d

(

‖f(t, v)w(v;α1, p)‖L1
v

)ν/d
. (5.36)

5.4. Estimating Q1,2. Recall the definition of Q1,2 from (5.16)

Q1,2(f, f) =

∫

Rd

f ′ w′ (
1

w′ −
1

w
) Kf (v, v

′) dv′.

We start by a simple observation. Since mα2,p(t) is defined as a supremum of
f(t, v) w(v) over velocities v, we have f ′w′ ≤ mα2,p for every v′ ∈ R

d. Therefore,

Q1,2(f, f)(t, v)

≤ mα2,p(t)

∫

Rd

(
1

w′ −
1

w
) Kf (v, v

′) dv′

= mα2,p(t)

∫

Rd

(

1

w(v + z)
−

1

w(v)

)

Kf (v, v + z) dz. (5.37)
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Since the kernel Kf (v, v + z) has a singularity at z = 0, we estimate the above
integral inside the unit ball and outside the unit ball separately, using different
bounds on 1

w(v+z) −
1

w(v) in those regions.

Outside the unit ball. Since the singularity of Kf(v, v + z) is at z = 0, which is
outside the considered region, a coarse bound

∣

∣

∣

∣

1

w(v + z)
−

1

w(v)

∣

∣

∣

∣

≤ C,

which follows from the property (P1). Applying Lemma 4.4, followed by a sperical
change of coordinates, yields

∫

|z|>1

∣

∣

∣

∣

1

w(v + z)
−

1

w(v)

∣

∣

∣

∣

Kf (v, v
′) dv′

≤ C

∫

|z|>1

(

∫

{w:w·z=0}
f(v + w)|w|1+γ+ν dw

)

|z|−d−ν dz

= C

∫ ∞

1

∫

Sd−1

(

∫

{w:w·z=0}
f(v + w)|w|1+γ+ν dw

)

ρ−d−ν ρd−1 dS(z) dρ

= C
(

−ρ−ν
)∞
1

∫

Sd−1

(

∫

{w:w·z=0}
f(v + w)|w|1+γ+ν dw

)

dS(z)

= C

∫

Rd

f(v + y) |y|γ+ν dy (5.38)

≤ C〈v〉γ+ν , (5.39)

where to obtain (5.38) we applied Lemma A.1 and used the fact that

ν > 0. (5.40)

The inequality (5.39) follows from the change of variables combined with the gen-
eration of polynomial moments and conservation of mass.

Inside the unit ball |z| < 1. Here we need a better bound on
∣

∣

∣

1
w(v+z) −

1
w(v)

∣

∣

∣

to compensate for the singularity of Kf (v, v + z) at z = 0. By the mean-value
theorem, we have for some t ∈ [0, 1]

∣

∣

∣

∣

1

w(v + z)
−

1

w(v)

∣

∣

∣

∣

=

∣

∣

∣

∣

∇

(

1

w

)

(tv + (1− t)(v + z)) · (v + z − v)

∣

∣

∣

∣

≤ C (t〈v〉+ (1− t)〈v + z〉) |z| (5.41)

≤ (〈v〉+ |z|) |z| (5.42)

≤ 2〈v〉 |z|,

where (5.41) follows from the property (P4), while the inequality (5.42) follows from
an elementary inequality 〈v + z〉 ≤ 〈v〉+ |z|. Therefore, applying again Lemma 4.4
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and spherical change of coordinates yields
∫

B1

∣

∣

∣

∣

1

w(v + z)
−

1

w(v)

∣

∣

∣

∣

Kf(v, v
′) dv′

≤ C 〈v〉

∫

B1

(

∫

{w:w·z=0}
f(v + w)|w|1+γ+ν dw

)

|z|−d−ν+1 dz

= C 〈v〉

∫ 1

0

∫

Sd−1

(

∫

{w:w·z=0}
f(v + w)|w|1+γ+ν dw

)

ρ−d−ν+1 ρd−1 dS(z) dρ

= C 〈v〉
(

ρ1−ν
)1

0

∫

Sd−1

(

∫

{w:w·z=0}
f(v + w)|w|1+γ+ν dw

)

dS(z)

= C 〈v〉

∫

Rd

f(v + y) |y|γ+ν dy

≤ C 〈v〉
(

C + C〈v〉γ+ν
)

≤ C 〈v〉1+γ+ν .

Note that for this calculation to work we need that

ν ≤ 1. (5.43)

In conclusion, combining the bounds obtained for the inside and outside the ball
regions, we get

Q1,2(f, f)(t, v) ≤ C m(t) 〈v〉1+γ+ν . (5.44)

5.5. Estimating Q2. Recall that Q2 is defined as

Q2(f, f) = f(v)

∫

Rd

∫

Sd−1

(f ′
∗ − f∗)B dσdv∗.

It is well-known, from the pioneering work on cancelation properties, by Alexan-
dre, Desvillettes, Villani and Wennber [2], that the above double integral can be
represented as a convolution operator. Thus, Q2 takes the following simplified form

Q2(f, f)(t, v) = (B̃ ∗ f)(v) f(v) (5.45)

where

B̃(v) = C|v|γ , (5.46)

where γ is the potential rate from the collision kernel, and C is a dimensional
constant depending on the angular kernel. Because of this simplified representation,
one then has the following estimate on Q2

Q2(f, f)(t, v) = (B̃ ∗ f)(v) f(v) ≤

{

C mα2,p(t) 〈v〉
γ , if γ ≥ 0

C (mα2,p(t))
1− γ

d , if γ < 0.
(5.47)
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5.6. Conclusion. In summary, the following are the estimates (5.36), (5.44), (5.47)
of all three parts (5.16) of the collisional operator

Q1,1(f, f)(t0, v0) ≤ −
CR 〈v0〉

1+γ+ν (mα2,p(t0))
1+ν/d

(

‖f(t, v)w(v;α1, p)‖L1
v

)ν/d
,

Q1.2(f, f)(t0, v0) ≤ C mα2,p(t0)〈v0〉
1+γ+ν ,

Q2(f, f)(t0, v0) ≤ C mα2,p(t0) 〈v0〉
γ .

Combining the three estimates yields

Q(f, f)(t0, v0) ≤ −
CR 〈v0〉

1+γ+ν (mα2,p(t0))
1+ν/d

(

‖f(t, v)w(v;α1, p)‖L1
v

)ν/d
+ C mα2,p(t0) 〈v0〉

1+γ+ν

=

(

−
CR (mα2,p(t0))

1+ν/d

(

‖f(t, v)w(v;α1, p)‖L1
v

)ν/d
+ C mα2,p(t0)

)

〈v0〉
1+γ+ν

≤ −
1

2

CR (mα2,p(t0))
1+ν/d

(

‖f(t, v)w(v;α1, p)‖L1
v

)ν/d
〈v0〉

1+γ+ν (5.48)

≤ −
1

2
−

CR (mα2,p(t0))
1+ν/d

(

‖f(t, v)w(v;α1, p)‖L1
v

)ν/d
, (5.49)

where the inequality (5.48) holds provided that

(

2C

CR

(

‖f(t, v)w(v;α1, p)‖L1
v

)ν/d
)d/ν

≤ mα2,p(t0) = a+ bt
−d/ν
0 ,

that is,

(

2C

CR

)d/ν

‖f(t, v)w(v;α1, p)‖L1
v
≤ a+ bt

−d/ν
0 . (5.50)

We choose a to be

a :=

(

2C

CR

)d/ν

‖f(t, v)w(v;α1, p)‖L1
v

(5.51)

≤

(

2C

CR

)d/ν

C1. (5.52)

For such a (5.50) is automatically satisfied. Now, let us recall (5.12)

Q(f, f)(t0, v0) = ∂tf(t0, v0) ≥ −
d

ν
b−ν/d (mα2,p(t0)− a)1+

ν
d . (5.53)

Hence, if we choose b so that

c

2
=
d

ν
b−ν/d, (5.54)

we get the contradiction with the upper bound (5.49).
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6. Examples of weight functions and the proof of Corollary 3.4

We provide several examples of functions that satisfy properties (P1)-(P4) and to
which Theorem 3.3 can be applied, as will be proved bellow.

Example 1.

w1(v;α, p) = eα〈v〉
p

.

Now we proceed to check that w1 indeed satisfies (P1)-(P4). It is easy to see
that w1(v;α, p) is strictly positive, radially increasing in v, and increasing in α.
Therefore it satisfies property (P1).

Next, note that for any α1, α2, p > 0 we have

w1(v;α1, p) w(2v;α2, p) = eα1〈v〉p eα2〈2v〉p

≤ e(α1+2pα2)〈v〉p

= w1(v; α1 + 2pα2, p),

thus w1 satisfies condition (P2) as well.

To check that condition (P3) holds, let δ ∈ [0, 1], and let α1, α2, p > 0 and k ≥ 0.
If δα1 < α2, then

w1(v;α1, p)
δ

w1(v;α2, p)
=
eδα1〈v〉p

eα2〈v〉p

= e(δα1−α2)〈v〉p

≤ CD 〈v〉k,

where C is a constant that depends on parameters k, δ, α1, α2, p. The last inequality
holds because δα1−α2 < 0, so the exponential e(δα1−α2)〈v〉p decays faster than any
polynomial.

Similarly, if δα1 > α2, then

w1(v;α1, p)
δ

w1(v;α2, p)
= e(δα1−α2)〈v〉p

≥ D 〈v〉k,

whereD is a constant that depends on parameters k, δ, α1, α2, p. The last inequality
holds because δα1 −α2 > 0, so the exponential e(δα1−α2)〈v〉p grows faster than any
polynomial. In conclusion, w1 satisfies condition (P3).

Finally, it is easy to check that for any α, p > 0 we have
∣

∣

∣

∣

∇v

(

1

w1(v;α, p)

)∣

∣

∣

∣

=
∣

∣

∣
∇v

(

e−α〈v〉p
)∣

∣

∣

≤ |v|
(

αp 〈v〉p−2 e−α〈v〉p
)

≤ 〈v〉

(

q + αp 〈v〉p−2 1

α〈v〉p

)

≤ (q + p)〈v〉.

Therefore w1 satisfies property (P4).
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Example 2. Second example are Mittag-Leffler functions

w2(v;α, p) = E2/p(α
2/p〈v〉2).

For simplicity we now verify that w2(v;α, p), i.e. a Mittag-Leffler function, satisfies
(P1)-(P4), because those functions are used in Corollary 3.4.

Recall from (2.16) that

ceα〈v〉
p

≤ E2/p(α
2/p〈v〉2) ≤ Ceα〈v〉

p

.

Using this equivalence relation and properties of classical exponential functions
proved in Example 1, it is easy to check that a Mittag-Leffler function w2(v;α, p)
satisfies first three properties (P1)-(P3). It remains to show that it satisfies condi-
tion (P4) as well.

∣

∣

∣

∣

∇v

(

1

E2/p(α2/p〈v〉2)

)∣

∣

∣

∣

=

∣

∣

∣

∣

∣

∣

∇v

( ∞
∑

k=0

α2k/p 〈v〉2k

Γ(2kp + 1)

)−1
∣

∣

∣

∣

∣

∣

≤

( ∞
∑

k=1

2kα2k/p 〈v〉2k−1

Γ(2kp + 1)

) ( ∞
∑

k=0

α2k/p 〈v〉2k

Γ(2kp + 1)

)−2

≤ p

( ∞
∑

k=1

α2k/p 〈v〉2k−1

Γ(2k−2
p + 1)

)( ∞
∑

k=0

α2k/p 〈v〉2k

Γ(2kp + 1)

)−2

,

where in the last inequality we used

2k

Γ(2kp + 1)
=

p

Γ(2kp )
≤

p

Γ(2k−2
p + 1)

.

Therefore, by simple algebraic manipulations, we get

∣

∣

∣

∣

∇v

(

1

E2/p(α2/p〈v〉2)

)
∣

∣

∣

∣

≤ p α2/p 〈v〉

( ∞
∑

k=1

α(2k−2)/p 〈v〉2k−2

Γ(2k−2
p + 1)

)( ∞
∑

k=0

α2k/p 〈v〉2k

Γ(2kp + 1)

)−2

= p α2/p 〈v〉

( ∞
∑

k=0

α2k/p 〈v〉2k

Γ(2kp + 1)

)( ∞
∑

k=0

α2k/p 〈v〉2k

Γ(2kp + 1)

)−2

= p α2/p 〈v〉

( ∞
∑

k=0

α2k/p 〈v〉2k

Γ(2kp + 1)

)−1

≤ p α2/p 〈v〉;

hence the property (P4) holds for the Mittag-Leffler function w2(v, α, p).

We are now in a position to prove Corollary 3.4.

Proof of Corollary 3.4. We provide details of the proof of (a). Part (b) can be
proved in an analogous way. First we observe that

Ceα〈v〉
p

= Cw1(v;α, p),

where w1 is the function introduced in Example 1. Therefore we know that Ceα〈v〉
p

satisfies (P1)-(P4). On the other hand, by Theorem 2.4, the propagation condition
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(3.4) of Theorem 3.3 is satisfied. The claim follows from an application of Theorem
3.3.

�

Appendix A. Some known technical results

Remark A.1. For any α1, α2, p > 0 with α2 < α1 we have that if f is w(·;α1, p)-
suitable solutions, then it is also w(·;α2, p)-suitable solution. To prove this claim,
it suffices to show that if f satisfies condition (ii) in Definition 3.1 with w(·;α1, p),
then condition (ii) also holds for the weight w(·;α2, p). So, suppose that for every
time t, ‖f(t, v) w(v;α1, p)‖L∞

v
is finite (not necessarily uniformly in time) and the

norm is attained for some v. Then, thanks to the property (P3), for every t we
have

f(t, v) w(v;α2, p) = f(t, v) w(v;α1, p)
w(v;α2, p)

w(v;α1, p)

≤ Cf(t, v) w(v;α1, p)
1

〈v〉2

≤
C

〈v〉2
‖f(t, v) w(v;α1, p)‖L∞

v
. (A.1)

Therefore, ‖f(t, v) w(v;α2, p)‖L∞

v
is finite for every t. Now, to see that this supre-

mum is achieved, fix an arbitrary time t0, suppose that

‖f(t0, v) w(v;α2, p)‖L∞

v
= C0

and suppose on contrary that this supremum is not attained. That is, suppose that
there is a sequence {vn}n so that

‖f(t0, vn) w(vn;α2, p)‖L∞

v
< C0

‖f(t0, vn) w(vn;α2, p)‖L∞

v
→ C0, as n→ ∞.

Velocities vn cannot be inside of a ball BR of finite radius R, because then they
would converge to some v∗ ∈ BR, and at that point we would have that ‖f(t0, v∗) w(v∗;α2, p)‖L∞

v
=

C0, which would contradict the assumption that the supremum is not achieved.
Hence, there exists a subsequence, which we still call vn, so that |vn| → ∞ and

C0/2 < ‖f(t0, vn) w(vn;α2, p)‖L∞

v
< C0.

This contradicts the decay in (A.1) as f(t0, vn) w(vn;α2, p) ≤ C〈vn〉
−2 → 0, so the

lower bound could not hold. This concludes the proof of the remark.

We state a classical change of variable result.

Lemma A.1. Suppose g is any non-negative function. Then
∫

Sd−1

∫

{ω:ω·σ=0}
g(ω) dω dS(σ) = cd

∫

Rd

g(y)
dy

|y|
. (A.2)

Appendix B. Proofs of lemmas from Section 4.3
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v∗ v

v′

v′∗

w

θ/2 θ

In this section we provide proofs of lemmas from
Subsection 4.3. While these lemmas were estab-
lished by Silvestre in [29], we include their proofs
here for completeness purposes.

Proof of Lemma 4.4. By Lemma 4.1, the kernel Kf

can be represented as

Kf (v, v
′) =

2d−1

|v′ − v|

∫

{w:w·(v′−v)=0}
f(v + w) r−d+2+γ b(cos θ)dw. (B.1)

The following part of the integrand: r−d+2+γ b(cos θ) is estimated by considering
two cases - when cos θ > 0 and when cos θ < 0. But first, recall the notation
r = |v − v∗| and w = v∗ − v′. Thus,

|w| = r cos
θ

2
, |v′ − v| = r

∣

∣

∣

∣

sin
θ

2

∣

∣

∣

∣

. (B.2)

Case 1: cos θ > 0. In this case θ/2 ∈ (−π/4, π/4), which via (B.2) implies
√
2
2 r ≤

|w| ≤ r. In other words,

|w| ≈ r. (B.3)

On the other hand, by (2.9)

b(cos θ) ≈ (sin θ)−d+1−ν

=

(

2 sin
θ

2
cos

θ

2

)−d+1−ν

≈

(

sin
θ

2

)−d+1−ν

,

where to obtain the last equivalence we used (B.2) and (B.3). Therefore,

r−d+2+γ b(cos θ) ≈ r−d+2+γ

(

|v′ − v|

r

)−d+1−ν

= r1+ν+γ |v′ − v|−d+1−ν

≈ |w|1+ν+γ |v′ − v|−d+1−ν . (B.4)

Case 2: cos θ < 0. In this case θ/2 ∈ (π/4, π/2) ∪ (−π/2,−π/4), which via (B.2)

implies
√
2
2 r ≤ |v′ − v| ≤ r. In other words,

|v′ − v| ≈ r. (B.5)

On the other hand, by (2.9),

b(cos θ) ≈ (sin θ)1+γ+ν ≈

(

cos
θ

2

)1+γ+ν

,
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where the last equivalence follows from (B.2) and (B.5). Therefore,

r−d+2+γ b(cos θ) ≈ r−d+2+γ

(

|w|

r

)1+γ+ν

= r−d+1−ν |w|1+γ+ν

≈ |v′ − v|−d+1−ν |w|1+γ+ν . (B.6)

In both cases, r−d+2+γ b(cos θ) is approximated in the same way. Applying esti-
mates (B.4) and (B.6) to (B.1), we have

Kf (v, v
′) ≈

(

∫

{w:w·(v′−v)=0}
f(v + w)|w|1+γ+νdw

)

|v′ − v|−d−ν , (B.7)

which completes the proof of the lemma. �

Remark B.1. We observe that in the proof of Lemma 4.4 the format (2.9) of b̃ was
used to obtain (B.6).

In order to prove Lemma 4.5, we need the following result.

Lemma B.2. [29, Lemma 4.6] Suppose f is a non-negative function defined on R
d

which satisfies
∫

Rd

f(v)dv ≥M1

∫

Rd

|v|2f(v)dv ≤ E0 (B.8)

∫

Rd

f(v) log f(v)dv ≤ H0

for some positive constants M1, E0, H0. Then there exist positive constants r, l,m
(depending only on M1, E0 and H0) such that

|{v : f(v) > l} ∩Br| ≥ m. (B.9)

Proof. First note that

E0 ≥

∫

Rd

|v|2f(v)dv ≥ r2
∫

|v|>r

f(v)dv.

Therefore, if we choose r > 0 so that E0/r
2 < M1/2, then

∫

|v|>r

f(v)dv ≤
E0

r2
<
M1

2
.

Consequently, using the first condition in (B.8), we have
∫

Br

f(v)dv ≥
M1

2
. (B.10)
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Next, we choose l > 0 small enough so that l|Br| < M1/8 < M1/4. Then
∫

Br∩{v:f(v)>l}
f(v)dv =

∫

Br

f(v)dv −

∫

Br∩{v:f(v)≤l}
f(v)dv

≥
M1

2
− l|Br ∩ {v : f(v) ≤ l}| (B.11)

≥
M1

2
− l|Br|

≥
M1

2
−
M1

4
=
M1

4
., (B.12)

where to obtain (B.11) we used (B.10), and to obtain (B.12) we relied on the way
the constant l was chosen.

To prove that the set Br ∩ {v : f(v) > l} has measure that can be bounded from
below in terms of M1, E0, H0, we use the entropy. Namely, define T > 0 so that

T |Br ∩ {v : f(v) ≤ l}| =
M1

8
. (B.13)

Then, since l < T , we have that
∫

Br∩{v:f(v)>T}
f(v)dv =

∫

Br∩{v:f(v)>l}
f(v)dv −

∫

Br∩{v:T≥f(v)>l}
f(v)dv

≥
M1

4
− T |Br ∩ {v : T ≥ f(v) > l}|

≥
M1

4
− T |Br ∩ {v : f(v) > l}|

=
M1

4
−
M1

8
=
M1

8
, (B.14)

where the last line is obtained via (B.13). Now, by the entropy assumption in (B.8),
we have

H0 ≥

∫

Br∩{v:f(v)>T}
f(v) log f(v)dv

≥ logT

∫

Br∩{v:f(v)>T}
f(v)dv

≥
M1 logT

8
.

Therefore, T ≤ e8H0/M1 , and so by (B.13) we obtained the desired lower bound

|Br ∩ {v : f(v) > l}| =
M1

8T
≥
M1

8
e−8H0/M1 .

�

We are now in a position to prove Lemma 4.5.

Proof of Lemma 4.5. Since f is assumed to satisfy (4.4), Lemma B.2 may be ap-
plied. Therefore, there exist l,m, r > 0 such that

|Br ∩ {v : f(v) > l}| ≥ m.
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Let us denote such set by S, that is, let

S := Br ∩ {v : f(v) > l}. (B.15)

Then immediately, we have

|S| ≥ m. (B.16)

The set S is easily seen to satisfy f(v) ≥ lχS(v). Hence,

Kf (v, v
′) ≥ lKχS(v, v

′)

≥ cl

(

∫

{w:w·(v′−v)=0}
χS(v + w)|w|1+γ+νdw

)

|v′ − v|−d−ν , (B.17)

where the last inequality follows from (4.3).

The proof proceeds by considering the case of small velocities and large velocities
|v| separately. Fix some R >> r. Consider the following two cases:

Case 1: |v| ≤ R. In this case, the vectors w for which χS(v + w) 6= 0 satisfy

v + w ∈ S ⊂ Br.

Thus,

|w| ≤ r + |v| ≤ r +R.

This implies the following uniform bound

Πv(σ) :=

∫

{w:w·(v′−v)=0}
χS(v + w)|w|1+γ+νdw ≤ (r +R)1+γ+ν |Br|. (B.18)

On the other hand, integrating the hyperplane integral Π(v) in over the unit sphere,
and applying the change of variables Lemma A.1 yields

∫

σ∈∂B1

Πv(σ)dσ =

∫

Rd

χS(z)|z − v|γ+νdz ≥ κ > 0, (B.19)

where the last two inequalities are a consequence of (B.16) by which the set S has
positive measure.

The uniform bound (B.18) implies that the integrand Πv(σ) in (B.19) cannot con-
centrate mass in sets of measure zero. In other words, it is not possible that
|{σ : Πv(σ) > λ}| = 0 for all λ > 0. Therefore, there exists λ1 > 0 such that
Πv(σ) ≤ λ1 on a set of positive measure. That is, there exists a subset A ⊂ ∂B1 of
positive measure such that

∫

{w:w·σ=0}
χS(v + w)|w|1+γ+νdw ≥ λ1, if σ ∈ A.

This set A is symmetric since σ and −σ define the same hyperplane {w : w ·σ = 0}.
In addition, since it is of positive measure, |A| > µ ≥ µ

〈v〉 , for some µ > 0. This

proves part (i) of Lemma 4.5.

Applying the last inequality to (B.17) implies the following lower bounds for any

v′ for which v′−v
|v′−v| ∈ A:

Kf(v
′, v) ≥ C|v′ − v|−d−ν ≥ C̃〈v〉1+γ+ν |v′ − v|−d−ν ,
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where the last inequality exploits the fact that |v| ≤ R. This proves part (ii) of the
statements of Lemma 4.5.

Finally, the last statement of the Lemma, statement (iii) is trivial in this case, since

|σ · v| ≤ |v| ≤ R ≤
R2

|v|
.

Case 2: |v| > R. By the choice of R, |v| > r. Therefore, since S ⊂ Br, we have
that v /∈ S, i.e. 0 /∈ S − v.

Br(−v)

0 ∂B1(0)

−v

The set A(v) on
the unit sphere.
The darker cone
that contains this
set is where Kf is
bounded below.

The set S
shifted by -v
(i.e. S-v).

v⊥

To obtain a lower bound on (B.17), we need to find a set of directions σ of the vector
v′ − v for which the set of w’s that are orthogonal to σ and satisfy χS(v + w) 6= 0
is of positive measure.

Let δ > 0, to be chosen later. Define

A(v) := {σ ∈ ∂B1 : |{ω : ω · σ = 0} ∩ {S − v}| > δ} . (B.20)

Then, we claim that

|A(v)| >
cµ

|v|
, (B.21)
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which would prove part (i) of the lemma. To prove (B.21), recall that by (B.16)
and by Lemma A.1 we have

m ≤ |S| = |S − v| =

∫

Rd

χS−v(y) |y|
dy

|y|

=

∫

∂B1

∫

{ω:ω·σ=0}
χS−v(w) |w| dw dσ

=

∫

∂B1

∫

{ω:ω·σ=0}
χS(v + w) |w| dw dσ

=

∫

D

∫

{ω:ω·σ=0}
χS(v + w) |w| dw dσ, (B.22)

where D is the portion of the unit sphere ∂B1(0) around the direction v⊥ which
contains directions σ so that σ⊥ intersects the ball Br(−v). In the graph above,
D is the portion of ∂B1(0) inside the light grey cone. The notation we use here is
the following: if x is a vector in R

d, then x⊥ is the hyperplane passing through the
origin which is orthogonal to x. Using similarity of triangles, it can be concluded
that

|D| ≤
C

|v|
. (B.23)

Next, we proceed with the estimate (B.23) by splitting the integral in cases σ ∈ A(v)
and σ ∈ D \A(v), and using that for v + w ∈ S we have as before |w| ≤ r + |v|:

m ≤

∫

A(v)

∫

{ω:ω·σ=0}
χS(v + w) |w| dw dσ +

∫

D\A(v)

∫

{ω:ω·σ=0}
χS(v + w) |w| dw dσ

≤ cd (r + |v|) |A(v)| + cd δ (r + |v|) |D \A(v)|

≤ 2 cd |v|

(

A(v) + δ
C

|v|

)

where δ comes from (B.20). Therefore,

|A(v)| ≥
m

2 cd |v|
−
δC

|v|
. (B.24)

By choosing δ ≤ m
4 cd

and µ ≤ m, we have

|A(v)| ≥
µ

4cd|v|
,

which indeed proves part (i) of the statement of the Lemma 4.5.

To prove part (ii), note that since |v| is large, |w| ∼ |v| whenever v + w ∈ S.

Therefore, by (B.17) we have that for any v′ for which v′−v
|v′−v| ∈ A

Kf(v
′, v) ≥ C〈v〉1+γ+ν |v′ − v|−d−ν

∫

{w:w·(v′−v)=0}
χS(v + w)dw

≥ δC〈v〉1+γ+ν |v′ − v|−d−ν

which proves part (ii) of the lemma.
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Finally, part (iii) follows from the fact that the band D was of width at most C
|v| .

Therefore for any σ ∈ A(v) ⊂ D, we have

|σ · v| ≤ cos(σ, v)|; |v| ≤
C

|v|
|v| ≤ C.

�

Finally, we provide the proof of Lemma 4.7.

Proof of Lemma 4.7. Let

G := {v′ ∈ C : f(v′) ≤
m

2
}.

Then one can easily observe the following upper bound on the measure of its com-
plement:

|C \G| = {v′ ∈ C : f(v′) >
m

2
}

≤
2

m

∫

C
|f(v′)|dv′. (B.25)

Since for every v′ ∈ G we have (m− f(v′)) ≥ m/2, we conclude that
∫

C
(m− f(v′))|v′ − v|−d−νdv′ ≥

m

2

∫

G

|v′ − v|−d−νdv′. (B.26)

To find the lower bound on the last integral, we remark two properties. One,
the complement of its domain has an upper bound (B.25). Two, the values of
|v′ − v|−d−ν are smaller the further away v′ is from the center v of the cone C.
Therefore, the smallest possible value of the integral on the right-hand side of
(B.26) is achieved when set G is as far away from the center of the cone C, and
when its complement has measure 2

m

∫

C |f(v
′)|dv′ from (B.25). In other words, the

lowest value is for G = C \Br, where r is chosen so that

|C ∩Br| =
2

m

∫

C
|f(v′)|dv′. (B.27)

Such r then satisfies

r =

(

2d

|A|m

∫

C
|f(v′)|dv′

)1/d

(B.28)

Continuing the estimate (B.26), we now have
∫

C
(m− f(v′))|v′ − v|−d−νdv′ ≥

m

2

∫

C\Br

|v′ − v|−d−νdv′

=
m

2

∫ ∞

r

∫

A

dσs−d−νsd−1ds

=
|A|m

2

r−ν

ν
(B.29)

= cν,d
m1+ν/d|A|1+ν/d

(∫

C |f(v
′)|dv′

)ν/d
. (B.30)
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�

Appendix C. A note on the angular kernel

In this section, we explain why was the angular kernel modified (without changing
the value of collision operator Q(f, f)) from (2.6) to (2.9). Recall the two formulas
in question. First one (2.6) was inspired by the inverse power law

b(cos θ) ≈ (sin θ)−(d−1)−ν , with ν ∈ (0, 2). (C.1)

But, then it was modified on half of its domain to the following form also written
in (2.9)

b(θ) ≈

{

(sin θ)
−d+1−ν

, if cos θ ≥ 0

(sin θ)1+γ+ν , if cos θ < 0.
(C.2)

This modification is made so that the kernel Kf in the Carleman representation
coincides for the above cases, cos θ ≥ 0 and cos θ < 0. To better understand this
choice, consider setting ”arbitrary” powers

b(θ) ≈

{

(sin θ)
τ+ , if cos θ ≥ 0

(sin θ)
τ− , if cos θ < 0,

(C.3)

and let us see what is the behavior of the kernel Kf in the Carleman representation
under this assumption. Recall, the Carleman representation from (C.4)

∫

Rd

∫

Sd−1

H(v, v′) f(v′∗) B(r, θ) dσdv∗ =

∫

Rd

H(v, v′) Kf(v, v
′) dv′, (C.4)

where the kernel Kf (v, v
′) is given by

Kf(v, v
′) =

2d−1

|v′ − v|

∫

{w:w·(v′−v)=0}
f(v + w) B(r, θ) r−d+2 dw. (C.5)

In the new set of variables (v, v′, w), we have

r =
√

|v′ − v|2 + |w|2, cos
θ

2
=

|w|

r
,

v′∗ = v + w, v∗ = v′ + w.

The key idea is to notice that

{

|w| ≈ r, if cos θ ≥ 0

|v′ − v| ≈ r, if cos θ < 0.
(C.6)

Therefore, the collisional kernelB(r, θ) behaves differently in terms of |w| and |v′−v|
when cosine is positive and when cosine is negative. To be more precise,
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• When θ is such that cosθ ≥ 0, then

B(r, θ) r−d+2 = r−d+2+γ (sin θ)τ+ (C.7)

= r−d+2+γ |v′ − v|τ+

rτ+
|w|τ+

rτ+

≈ r−d+2+γ |v′ − v|τ+

rτ+

≈ |w|−d+2+γ−τ+ |v′ − v|τ+ .

• When θ is such that cosθ < 0, then

B(r, θ) r−d+2 = r−d+2+γ (sin θ)τ− (C.8)

= r−d+2+γ |v′ − v|τ−

rτ−
|w|τ−

rτ−

≈ r−d+2+γ |w|τ−

rτ−

≈ |v′ − v|−d+2+γ−τ− |w|τ− .

Hence, B(r, θ) r−d+2 has the same behavior in both cases provided that

−d+ 2 + γ = τ+ + τ−. (C.9)

Therefore, if τ+ = −d + 1 + ν, which corresponds to the inverse power law (2.7),
then

τ− = −d+ 2 + γ − (−d+ 1 + ν) = 1 + γ + ν, (C.10)

which explains the choice in (2.9) of the power for angles with negative cosine.
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